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SEGRIGATION WAS NOT BORN OVERNIGHT—ROWALT

Mr. Elmer Rowalt, deputy director, made it clear in his address last night at the outdoor stage that the segregation program was not a thing which was born overnight. He stated that the WRA had been studying the problem very closely for over a year.

The reason for segregation was not because of public clamor, Rowalt said, but to separate the two groups of people in relocation centers: 1. Those who look to the United States as their future home, and 2. Those who look to Japan as their future home.

Segregation is not a plan for forced relocation, he emphasized, but added that those who look toward America as the time want you to know that we desire to keep the Tule Lake Center a decent, livable and peaceful community.

A pamphlet, printed in both English and Japanese, which will answer all questions concerning segregation will be distributed to all Tule Lake residents sometime next week, it was announced. This pamphlet will be a digest of the "Manual of Evacuee Transfer Operations" issued by the WRA.

It will answer questions and explain in detail all operations effecting transfer from this project and those effecting the colonists who will remain in Tule Lake. It is urgently requested that all persons do not spread unfounded rumors and to wait for this manual which will explain all that anyone would desire to know.

PAMPHLET DESCRIBES PROGRAM

Mr. Rowalt revealed that the WRA guarantees housing and working opportunities. "The entire facilities of the WRA employment offices will be at the disposal of the Tule Lake project during the period of August, September and October," Mr. Rowalt concluded.
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OUR LITERARY EDITOR...

...and our last regular columnist left the DISPATCH staff last Monday when Jobo Nakamura left the Project for the green pastures of Chicago.

His column "Conducting" will appear no longer unless he happens to shoot us a line from away out there.

He found his way to our desk and we found out that he was a little better each day, more self-respecting, more self-reliant, more cheerful and in developing a better public, under this contribution, to those who have failed to recognize their obligations to the employers who hired them. They have taken jobs sometimes, apparently, with no intentions of keeping them more than is for days, and occasionally they have failed completely to report for work that they had signed up to accept before.

That WRA is taking measures to discourage this irresponsible behavior, and old people in or from the centers should cooperate in controlling it.

JAPAN...TO WIN...

...will be shown in the various successful magazines which he edited. His outstanding efforts were all the more missed in this hungry time...